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STANLEY TORPEDO LEVELS
1937 – 1960
By Walter W. Jacob

In Stanley’s price list of
December 28, 1936 they introduced a new level for use by mechanics, inspectors, householders,
and hobbyists. This new level,
called a torpedo level, had a length
of 9” and the stock was ¾ inch thick
by 1¼ inches high. The shape of this
level is similar to the shape of a submarine. They were very useful in
close quarter areas. The level vials
were as Stanley described them in
their advertising. The highly accurate “cat’s eye” type set into a wood
block with plaster of Paris. Cats-eye
vials were filled with a yellow tinted
liquid and were supposedly easier to
read. The top plates were made of
nickeloid, a nickel-plated steel, and
were held on by two Phillips head
screws.
These levels were made in
two models. No. 259 was made of
mahogany and had one level and one
plumb glass (Fig. 1). No. 260 was
made of rosewood and had a plumb,
level, and miter vials (Fig. 2).
At the same time, Stanley’s
model shop experimented with a No.
260 made with a cherry center and
laminated maple top and bottom
(Fig. 3). Apparently, the cost was
higher than anticipated and the idea
was dropped. A No. 261 was introduced on April 15, 1937 and was
made of rosewood and had a plumb,

level, and miter glasses like the
No. 260 but this also had a full
aluminum top plate (Fig. 4).
By April 1938, Stanley
changed these three torpedo levels slightly by adding the Handy
feature (a groove to the sides of the
level) to make it easier to pick up.
No.
259
Fig.1
Also, in 1938, the model No. 259
had imprinted in gold in the Handy
Groove Genuine Walnut on one
side. The other side had imprinted
No. 260 .
Stanley (Fig. 5). The numbers 260
Fig.2
(Fig. 6) and 261 (Fig. 7) were likewise imprinted in the Handy
Groove with the words Genuine
Rosewood and Stanley.
Fig.3
In February 1938, Stanley
introduced – in their Defiance line
– the No. 1293 torpedo level. This
was made of walnut with a cat’s
eye level only. It also had the
No. 261
Fig.4
handy feature on the side. The No.
261 was discontinued in December, 1942. During WWII, the Defiance No. 1293 level was also
discontinued.
Fig.5
The No. 260 level had a
temporary change in the wood used
(Fig. 8). During World War II
cherry was substituted for roseFig.6
wood and the top plate was finished in gun blue instead of nickel
plating. Nickel was used for the
war effort and was probably not
available unless for a war-effort
Fig.7
item. The No. 259 likewise had its top plate finished
in gun blue.
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Treasurer…………………………JACK WHELAN, Murray Hill

PRESIDENT’S
CORNER

Feb. 2 – CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, N.J.
April 6 – CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, N.J.
April 12 – CRAFTS auction, Flemington, N.J.

When I was a boy of
11 or 12, my father took me
with him on his Saturday jobs
as a repair electrician. I really
didn't do much other than fetch stuff and hand him
tools. One Saturday we were working in a small power
room crowded with junk. My father made sure that I
was positioned far enough away from the hot line.
When a rat crept out of the corner, I naturally
moved away -- but the only place to go was toward my
father and danger. He was unaware of the rat and concerned about my safety, and pushed me back. In a panic, I tried to tell him about the rat, at the same time that
he was yelling at me for getting too close. We just didn't hear each other, and the only thing my father could
do was pick me up and move back. Then he saw the rat,
and spun around to get me out of its way. There we
were doing a Viennese waltz to a sparking hot line. The
moral of this story is: Sometimes when you can't communicate properly, you just go around in circles.
I feel that The Tool Shed is a perfect medium for
communication amongst the members of CRAFTS. As
such, I'd like to offer a column of questions and answers
that will help in this regard. So ask away.
Want to know how to fix a tool? Want to know
where to go to look for tools in the dead of the winter?
Want to know how much a little known "sleeper" is
worth? How about that great sparkler you've always
wanted-- want to know who has one for sale? We have
enough talented members to answer almost any question. (Whether they will or not is another thing.)
So when you're sitting around with nothing to do,
dream up a puzzler for the "TOOL WIZARD".

Union Hill Antique Tools

CRAFTS AUCTION ALERT

The purpose of CRAFTS of New Jersey is to encourage interest in early trades and industries, and in the identification,
study, preservation and exhibition of tools and implements
used and made in New Jersey as an integral part of our heritage.

Membership in CRAFTS is open to anyone who shares the
above interests. Annual dues per person or couple are fifteen
dollars for the membership year of July 1 through June 30.
Membership fees may be sent to the Treasurer: John Whelan,
38 Colony Court, Murray Hill, NJ 07974 (write check payable to Crafts of New Jersey).
CRAFTS of NJ meets at the HOST Masonic Lodge, High
Bridge. Take I-78 to Route 31 exit at Clinton. Go north on
Rte. 31 two miles to second traffic light at the High Bridge
exit. Turn right and go about half a mile to Dennis Ave. Turn
left, then straight to the Masonic Lodge (on the left). Tailgate
sales in the parking lot begin at 10 A.M., meeting starts at 1
P.M.
The TOOL SHED
Published five times a year for members of CRAFTS of New
Jersey. Editor: Bob Garay, 147 Dupont Ave, Hopatcong, NJ
07843. EMAIL - takeadip@optonline.net
Articles, especially about early tools and trades, are encouraged and may be sent to the Editor.

CRAFTS Calendar of Events

CRAFTS Website
http://craftsofnj.org

Collectible Tools for t h e Conn oisseu r at :

http://www.tooltimer.com

All tools for the April 2003 CRAFTS auction
must be turned in by the February meeting.

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed!
Plus:
· Free tool collector's database
· Interesting tool articles
· Type studies
· and morel
Steve Johnson
4521 243rd Ave . NE
Redmond , WA 98053
tooltimer@msn.com
425-868-1532 (voice and fax)

PATINA ANNOUNCES ANNUAL AUCTION
PATINA will hold it’s annual spring dealer sale on Saturday
March 15, 2003 and auction March 16, 2003. Both events are
at the Damascus Volunteer Fire Department Activities Building in Damascus, Maryland. For more information call John
Williams weekdays at (301)439-8812. For auction information contact Bob Rothen at (240)420-6338.
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NOTES FROM THE EDITOR

A belated happy holidays to all my friends in CRAFTS. This issue wraps up my second year as editor of The Tool
Shed. As New Years for me is always a time of reflection, I again delved into some personal thought. As I pondered the
question about how to make life better in the coming year I dwelled on the thought regarding friendships. I believe it is the
main reason I enjoy my tool collecting hobby and my CRAFTS membership so much. It is the swell friends I have made
with people who have an appreciation about my fondness for old tools. I also have found this kinship selling tools on
eBay. As I have sold thousands of antique tools during the past three years I have made some dear friends. Most of these
friends I have never met, but have enjoyed lengthy conversations as cyber-buddies. One tool collector in particular I have
enjoyed friendship with is Larry from Alaska. We swapped many tool related stories and often talked about family and
hobbies. Once I swapped Larry some tools for fresh salmon he caught and moose burgers. My family had a feast thanks to
this cyber-friend. Recently Larry told me he is fighting cancer and I am troubled that I will loose this friend. But in reality
my remembrance of him will never disappear. It is friendships like this that I pledged on New Years eve to make stronger.
I thank the CRAFTS community for the chance to be your editor and to allow me to make the many fine friends that this
job encourages. I hope that you to will find the time to become involved with CRAFTS at a more intimate level and enjoy
the many fine friends I have met.

JOE HAUCK PRESENTS UNIQUE MOLDING PLANES AT NOVEMBER MEETING

At the November meeting I gave a presentation on collecting molding planes. The basic theme was to encourage collectors to think beyond the stars ratings when valuing and selecting planes for their collections. Factors that should be
looked at in addition to condition are the type of wood and the type of plane or configuration. For this last item the book "The Wooden Plane" by Jack Whelan is a must. Not only
did Jack thoroughly record numerous types of American planes but also European and
Asian styles. Occasionally one comes across an American plane
with what was previously thought of as a strictly European configuration, a rarity indeed. If you want to understand plane types
the use of Jack's book is a must. Planes by makers with a well
documented and/or colorful past also tend to be more sought
after. Holding a plane made by John Sleeper who fought at Bunker Hill gives one a sense of connection to an important event in
our nation's history. Therefore any research you do to expand our
knowledge of a planemaker has the potential to increase the interest in that maker's work. Finally as a collector, I would pay
more for planes that fit in with ones I already have. Some partial
sets I have that I am looking to expand are:
A New York double bladed cor1) An N. Norton sash coping plane owned by R.E. Schultz. I
nice plane made by Luke Marley.
would love to find the matching sash plane.
Marley worked in the early
2) I have a run of 5 Josiah King beads with the three largest hav- 1800’s and made a wide variety
ing nickers, they are all marked with two owners stamps J.H.
of special purpose planes.
Joe discusses a very com- Bowers and W.H. Ker.
plex wide molder made by 3) I have three beautiful applewood beads by B. Sheneman sizes
Tileston, who was one of the 5/8, 7/8, 8/8. all stamped J. Starke. I'm sure there were others to
Boston planemakers who the set.
made particularly unusual I would be interested in acquiring additional planes to these. I susand complex planes.
pect there are other collectors with similar want lists so let’s here
from you as well.

A very early union factory toted
molder with applied fence.

Thomas Goldsmith of Philadelphia, bead and follow plane with
boxing of lignum vitae. Goldsmith made a wide variety of planes
and bridged the transitions from the 18th to 19th century.

CRAFT members were anxious
to look and handle the many
unique planes Joe displayed.
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(Cont. from pg. 1)

When it did come off the production
line in 1947, together with the Stanley No. 259 and No. 260 levels, the
shape of the level had changed to a
more tapered profile with pointed
ends. The Handy feature was eliminated.
The top plate on the Defiance No. 1293 was now nailed on
with two nickel-plated 5/16” crown
head nails (similar to upholstery
nails). The phrase, Defiance by
Stanley, was inscribed on the side
(Fig. 9).
In 1947, the No. 259 torpedo
level, which was made of walnut,
had the new shape and the nickelplated top plate (Fig. 10). The No.
260 was again manufactured of Brazilian rosewood (Fig. 11).
A distinctive, new design
was introduced in 1950. This was a
die-cast aluminum alloy torpedo level. It was lightweight and was
equipped with three vials, a plumb,
level and 45º miter, all set in plaster.
It measured 9” long by 1 3/16” high
and was 5/8” thick. This level was
No. 264 (Fig. 12). It also had a
groove on the bottom edge for use
with round objects like pipes. This
level turned out to be one of Stanley’s best sellers, with an enormous
amount of the levels produced and
sold.
Also, in 1950, the wood used
for the No. 259 level (Fig. 13) was
changed from walnut to domestic
hardwood (usually maple) and the
wood for the No. 260 (Fig. 14) was
changed to either walnut or goncalo
alves. The No. 259 stayed in the
Stanley line until 1969. The No. 260
remained available to January 1976,
when it was discontinued. Later
models were made of domestic hardwood.
In 1947, Stanley acquired
North Bros. Manufacturing Co. of
Philadelphia, PA. North Bros. were
manufacturers of ratchet screwdrivers and drills. Along with that acquisition was the name “Handyman.”
Stanley, for years, had marketed a
homeowners line of tools named Defiance. The No. 1293, discussed
above, was part of the Defiance line.
In April 1954, Stanley introduced a

Fig.8
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new line of homeowners or do-ityourself tools using the North Bros.
logo of “Handyman.”
At that time, Stanley discontinued the Defiance No. 1293 level
and renumbered it H1293 and added
it to the Stanley Handyman line.
This level underwent a few changes
in the process. The ends of the level
were thickened, similar to the original torpedo levels of the late 1930s.
The top plate had an embossed recess
around the vial opening to reinforce
it. This made it less vulnerable to
bend downward and break the level
vial. The phrase “Made in USA”
was stamped on the plate and the
Stanley Handyman logo, with the
level number, was marked on the
side in the center (Fig. 15). These
levels were manufactured in beech
and goncalo alves (a mahogany-like
wood from South America). These
levels only had a level vial.
Also in April 1954, Stanley
introduced a Handyman torpedo level with a plumb vial, No. H1292
(Fig. 16). These levels were made of
walnut, goncalo alves, and cherry.
Later models of the H1292
(produced in the mid-1960s) had the
plumb set into a white plastic insert
(Fig. 17).
In 1956, Stanley introduced
a new level similar to their No. 264
but without the groove on the bottom
edge (which was used for round objects). In place of the groove, the
bottom was made flat and two Alnico magnets were inserted so that the
level would stick to metal surfaces.
This level was numbered No. 364
(Fig. 18). In 1960, both No. 264 and
No. 364 were manufactured with a
keyhole hang hole.
Also, in 1956, Stanley introduced a new torpedo level of plastic.
This level was the first of its type to
use this material, which would
change Stanley’s torpedo levels dramatically in the years to come. Future levels would use plastic as the
main construction component.
This level was No. 263 and
the vials were made of clear Lucite,
which magnified the bubbles. Stanley advertised this level as their
Magna-View level (Fig. 19).
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In 1960, Stanley introduced
another level to their Handyman tool
line. It was numbered H1291(Fig. 20)
and it is like a No. 264 aluminum level
discussed earlier but does not have the
groove on the bottom. Its face plate
on the side is lacquered in red and it
has three cat’s eye vials, a level,
plumb, and miter.
From 1960 to the present,
Stanley would introduce many new
torpedo levels. Some had lighted vials
– and that may be a future story.

Fig.19

Fig.20

BOOK REVIEW

THE STANLEY “FORTY FIVE”
COMBINATION PLANE
By David E. Heckel 2002
Review By Bob Garay

The book starts out with a good review of
all the historical combination planes that led
up to the Stanley 45. This section includes
good photographs of very rare early plow
planes and early combination planes. David
does a nice job of explaining the many different characteristics of these early planes and
how they contributed to the development of
the Stanley 45.
Chapter two explains the features of the newly
patented Stanley 45 of 1884. Also explained is the
improvements that further patents brought in subsequent years. An understanding of this plane and its
patented improvements relates what a remarkable
inventor Justus A. Traut was. It is stated that Traut
received 145 patents in his lifetime most pertaining to
woodworking tools.
The bulk of the book is the type studies of the diverse 21 types and their variations. As David explains
in his introduction to the type studies, “It takes approximately 1,800 operations to make the plane and a
total of 100 parts are used for its complete equipment.” Thus, it is easy to understand how over the
years these planes get mismatched parts as Stanley 45
“marriages” are a common occurrence. This book
with its clear layout and plentiful photographs assist
the collector to classify what type plane they have and
what parts belong to this plane originally. What I really liked about the way the book was formatted was
the ease of identifying types due to the many clear
photographs given. Most type studies have between
15 and 25 pictures showing the many different characteristics and changes related to that type. David
does a very good job showing the different boxes the

cutters came in and the different boxes
the plane came in.
Also included are chapters about
the Stanley 45 planes made for other
companies. Stanley made planes for
E.C. Simmons Hardware Co., Montgomery Ward and Company, Sears,
Roebuck and Company, and Sargent
and Company. The details of these
planes are explained in their own type
study. Also included are combination
planes made by Stanley’s competitors.
This is an interesting chapter explaining the numerous similarities and differences of the many combination
planes made.
The accessory Hollow and Round special bottoms
have their own type study in Chapter 8. Chapter 9
covers the many Special Cutters Stanley provided
over the years. In the following chapters numerous
photographs show the many different instruction
sheets, booklets, and cam stop sheets that came with a
packaged Stanley 45. Also included is a chapter on
various catalog listings.
Lastly David included a separate four-page price/
value guide that can be updated periodically. Included
in this section is a short-cut method chart to easily
classify your plane. Included with the many B&W
photographs are eight pages of color photographs.
The book is 136 pages with value guide insert. If you
collect antique tools then this book will be a helpful
guide to organizing your Stanley 45 planes.
This book is written and published by David
Heckel and is available from the author for $45.00
which includes priority mail and handling. Contact
David at 1800 McComb Street, Charleston, IL 619203137.
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VINTAGE SAW RESTORATION

I guess it's been a while back
How much finish is left? Is the
By Daryl Weir
now when I first fell in love with
medallion and all screws/ nuts
old hand saws. There were a couple
present?
hanging out in my father's shed in rural Illinois that
If you can find one with a bright blade, congratulawere rusty and dirty, the handles had dried out age
tions. More than likely it will have a dark blue cast or
cracks and the horns had been chewed by mice. They
be a dark brown. The blue has seen less corrosion and
probably shouldn't have been restored but they had
will usually clean quicker and better than the brown
belonged to my great grandfather who in his early
and sometimes offers a sneak preview if there's an etch
years had been a boxcar maker around St. Louis and
lurking below. Try to stay away from red rust and scale
they held some sentimental value. When I uncovered
because these usually have severe pitting and are not
an etch on the
usually
worth
H. Disston &
the
trouble.
Sons D8 panel
What most peosaw that to me
ple like to refer
at
the
time
to as patina is no
should not have
more than what
even showed up,
has been left in
I was hooked. I
the wake of corstill have these
rosion. Unless
saws,
and
they are fairly
though I don't
bright, all saws
use them much,
have some form
(they do a reaof pitting which
sonable job of
doesn't
really
cutting) they re- A group of quality saws in need of restoration purchased for under $5.00 each. One hurt too much unmind me of my is a stamped Disston. All have rusted metal and handles in need of restoration.
less it is really
first attempts at
severe and is consaw restoration and sharpening. Many saws have folcentrated along the cutting edge. On a rip this doesn't
lowed since then!
even hurt much but is a little more critical on a crossI have loved woodworking since school but my
cut because of the tooth geometry.
interests in tools have gradually switched from power
Look for a blade that is as straight as possible.
to hand. Hand planes came first followed closely by
Ones with bows can generally be worked out by bendhandsaws. How many of you have tried using hand
ing gradually in the opposite direction of the bow.
tools but became frustrated because they never perStay away from severely kinked blades but minor
formed up to your
kinks and dings can
expectations
and
usually be worked
then set them aside
out with a piece of
never to be used
end grain hard maagain? They were
ple serving as an
probably not sharp
anvil and a copper
or tuned properly
hammer to tap
and handsaws are
with. A pin straight
no exception to this
blade is great but
rule. When properhard to find. I
ly sharpened they
might get some
slice through wood
disagreement
on
with ease and are a
this one but as long
pleasure to use.
as you can get the
There
are
main imperfections
Early Disston No. 12 with cleaned metal and restored handle.
some questions to
worked out there
ask when searchreally isn't much of
ing for a saw to restore that will make your job a lot
the blade engaged (percentage wise in length) in a 1"
easier.
to 2" thick piece of wood anyway. I have not found
Blade: How rusty is it? Is it straight, bowed, kinked?
much tracking and cutting differences between a pin
Any dings? Teeth missing? Cracks around the gullet?
straight blade and one less perfect.
Has it been sharpened down to nothing (And I don't
Ideally you want all the teeth to be there. If you
mean a ship point)? Taper ground?
find a blade with one to two gone it's not much of a
Handle: How does the handle feel when you hold it, is
problem since it really doesn't affect the cut. Any more
it comfortable? Chipped or broken horns? Cracks?
than this and I start getting concerned about a brittle
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Early Disston saw with rusted metal. This saw can easily be
restored to look and function as it did 140 years ago.

blade. I've run into these and they're almost impossible
to set without tooth breakage hence the reason the teeth
were probably gone in the first place. The only exception to this would be if someone had tried to set a purposely-harder blade such as Disston's Acme 120,
which had more taper grind for clearance and was never meant to be set in the first place. Personally I stay
away from a saw that has cracks around the gullets or
anywhere else on the blade.
Try to find a blade that still has a full width blade
and hasn't seen too many sharpenings. Exceptions to
this would be a Disston lightweight or a true ship point
that had a narrow blade to begin with. This is a matter
of personal preference and depends on what you are
going to use the saw for and how heavy a saw you are
comfortable with. Whether you want a straight back
with nib or a skewback is entirely up to the individual.
I try to look for a saw that has a taper ground
blade. On these the blade thickness remains the same
at the cutting edge but on the back becomes gradually
thinner from the handle to the tip. This reduces the
weight a little and provides some built in clearance so
you don't have to put as much set in the teeth. Less set
means a smaller kerf. The benefit of this is a saw that
is a little easier to push because you are removing less
material. That being said I have also had some old
nontaper ground saws that cut admirably when properly set and sharpened.
Try to look for a handle that pleases you and is
comfortable to hold. The older saws have beautifully
rounded details, thinner horns, and that nice bump in
the grip that fit's so comfortably in the palm of your
hand. Ergonomics was nothing new to these folks especially when you had to use a saw all day and have
one that didn't create blisters! Chipped or broken horns
don't pose any problems except visually or if they
make the saw uncomfortable to hold. They can be repaired if desired and I'll discuss this latter on. Age or
drying out cracks don’t hurt anything as long as they
don't affect the integrity of the handle. Cracks can present a problem if they're too severe, affect the stability
of the handle to the blade or can't be repaired.
If the handle has a lot of the original finish remaining that's great and if it doesn't have much left there are
a few options to consider which all come down to a
matter of personal preference again. Try to make sure
all of the screws and nuts are present. Almost all the
saws prior to the 1870's had split/flush nuts (where the
screws actually comes through the nuts and then were
draw filed flush with the handle) while the later ones

have the more common capped style (these stand
proud of the surface), which are seen more frequently
today. Some of these can be fairly easily replaced and
some can be extremely difficult because they're not all
the same diameter and the screw size and pitch varied
from manufacturer to manufacturer.
I don't advocate most people trying to clean and
restore a historical saw and I won't debate whether
they should even be touched at all. There are just too
many later saws from the late 1800's through the early
1950's to restore that will make excellent users and I
still believe these tools were meant to be used in my
honest opinion. Don't Four steps of horn repair. Phoyou think the makers to one shows broken tip cut
would be proud to see and filed flat. Next epoxy or
their saws still around glue on wood paying attention
and in use over 100 to matching grain and color.
years later?
Now that you've
found that perfect saw
where do you begin?
This will depend on
what you want your saw
to look like and how you
want it to perform. If the
handle is O.K. and you
like the patina on the
brass leave it alone and
start cleaning on the
blade. If the handle
needs some work and
you want the brass clean
take the screws out but
be cautious. If you have
split nuts mark them
with a small felt tip
marker or pencil as to Step three below shows rethe location on the han- placed wood shaped and sanddle and the orientation ed. Last photo shows finished
(vertical, etc.) so you tip of handle. Some restorers
like to distress the wood to
can put them back in the match the original handle betsame location. You will ter.
probably have to take a
regular screwdriver and
grind it thinner to fit in
the slot of the nut and
grind or file a small slot
into the center of the
blade to clear the screw
to remove them. I have
had good luck driving
them out with a small
diameter pin punch. Proceed slowly and gently
because if you break
them the only resort for
most would be to have
someone silver solder
them. If you run into too (Continued on page 8)
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(Cont. from pg. 7)

much resistance tapping them out you might consider
stopping and leaving the handle in place because you
run the chance of buggering the threads up to where
you can't even get the nut back on. A lot to think about.
The modern style nuts present less of a problem. There is one thing I look at before I remove them.
For some reason on some handles (more often than
not) over the years through wood swelling and screw
tightening the wood fibers around the perimeter of the
screw heads and nuts have flowed over them. If you
remove these they can lever tiny slivers and chips right
out of the handle, which can
be glued, back in place with
cyanoacrylate glue but it's best
to avoid this altogether if possible. My method to help this
situation is to use an X-acto
knife, which I very carefully
trim and score around the
heads to remove these fibers
before I take the screws out. I
usually back the nuts out part
way and tap on them with a It would also be important
plastic mallet to free the screw to mark the orientation of
the nut and the screw stem
from the handle and blade so that the original sandthen remove the nut. Some ing marks can be reacan be stubborn and if they ligned. Note that usually
still aren't loose enough to all nuts are originally
remove you might have to use sanded with a lengthwise
a punch to tap them out the orientation and all nuts
rest of the way. The handle should have this same
can be pulled off next. This alignment.
can take some effort on some
because of the burrs left behind on the holes in the blade. These have a tendency
to grab the walls in the handle slot and hang on!
Cleaning the blade comes next. If you still
have the handle on you'll have to clean around it the
best you can. I usually start in the area where the etch
is. If you can see it that's great, if you can't, take a
guess at the location, usually it's centered in the middle
of the blade. Try to get the blade laying on a fairly flat
surface. Start by taking some abrasive sheets of 400
and 600 grit silicon carbide and cut them up into 8
equally sized pieces. Make a small wooden block the
same width as the narrow dimension on the piece of
abrasive and about an inch
shorter than the longest dimension so you can wrap the
ends over the block and hold
them with your fingers. I usually start with 400 but 600
will work if most of the etch
is visible. Since I use mineral
spirits for lubrication and to
keep the paper from loading Tear-out caused by forcup it's best to wear some plas- ing the screw-nut off with
tic gloves to protect your wood swollen over the top
hands. Put some mineral spir- of it.

its on the blade and start rubbing length ways with the
original grind marks. You might go through a couple
of pieces before you uncover an etch, if you do at all.
Sometimes they were just too light to begin with and
the years of rust has taken its toll. If there's one there it
will start showing up gradually. Once this happens go
easy because there is not more than a few thousandths
deep. Keep plenty of lubrication on it and wipe periodically with a paper towel to remove the rusty swath and
check your progress. You might even consider switching to 600 at this point. I know this sounds crazy but
it's kind of thrill to me to see if I can read any of the
script on the blade that's been hidden all these years.
Once you’re satisfied with the etch you don't have
to you use the block anymore. I only use the block to
keep my fingertips from following the very shallow
depressions of the etch and to keep from rounding over
the edges and distorting it anymore than I have to.
Now comes the tedious task of removing almost all of
the remaining rust on the rest of the blade, front and
back. I say almost because you'll probably still have
some dark areas mixed in with the steel gray. This is
O.K.
because
you're not striving
for a shiny, new,
perfect blade (it's
not, that's kind of
why you got it in
the first place) just
smooth. To me this
is where the beauty
of patination comes
in on an old tool
not in the previous
rust that would
make this a tool
useless to cut with.
When you're satisfied with the cleaning put a coat of
paste wax on it to
protect it. My pref- Top photo shows sandpaper
erence for this is wrapped around a block of wood.
Johnson's
paste Second photo shows cleaning the
wax but any good etch area with extra-fine sandpaper
paste wax should using oil to stop the sandpaper from
work. I'd try to clogging up.
stay away from
anything with silicone in it that could contaminate the
wood surface and cause finishing problems later on.
Cleaning or repairing the handle is another subject.
If most of the original finish remains on the handle or
it has a nice color (patina) to it I usually just clean it
with some #0000 steel wool and paste wax. Then I buff
it with a towel when dry. Most of the times I encounter
handles that have little or no finish left and can have a
brownish gray cardboard look to them. Sometimes the
finish is so bad it just flakes off when rubbed a little. In
these cases I'll remove what's left of the old finish with
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something like liquid
furniture refinisher and
a fine 3M finishing
pad. I'll use a toothbrush to get down in
the carving if there's
any present. To me this You never know what will materialis about as gentle as ize. The above photo shows an etch
you can get and leaves that was a surprise when cleaned, a
all the old dings, Winchester No.13.
scratches, etc. I'll follow up by wiping some boiled linseed oil on and letting it soak in for a while before buffing the excess off.
This will make a world of difference and bring back
some color to the wood. I'll leave this dry for a couple
days before finalizing with about four coats of
dewaxed orange shellac. I'll rub out the finish after
each double coat with #0000 steel wool. Let the finish
cure for a few days before applying a coat of paste
wax. This will offer some protection and will bring
some luster back up on the finish.
If the handle is intact but has a split somewhere,
depending on the splits location, it can usually be repaired with satisfactory results. If the split is in the
handle return like the No. 12 I've shown, all I had to do
was pry it apart slightly to get some clear two-part
epoxy worked down into it. This has always held for
me so far. After it cures I'll carefully clean up the excess with a six inch half round bastard file trying not to
disturb any more of the handle than necessary. I'll follow this up with some 150 and 220 grit sandpaper to
smooth the area and blend it all in.
Horn repair takes a little more work. Basically I'll
notch out the broken area to receive a new piece. You
can use whatever means is convenient to notch this,
back saw then
shoulder plane, etc.
I'll try to use the
same species of
wood for replacement as the original
handle if possible.
Leave the piece
somewhat
wider
This early Disston saw was in two
than the handle and
pieces when purchased.
longer and taller
than necessary to
form a new horn. I'll usually have another old handle
around with a good horn to use as a pattern. I'll band
saw the traced profile out then shape in the contours
and blend the new piece in to the old handle with files.
I'll again follow up with 150 and 220 grit sandpaper.
I'm no expert on staining but I'll blend different colors
together to try to get as close a match as possible.
Cleaning up the brass hardware or choosing not to
is a matter of personal preference again. Some like the
patina of aged brass, some don't. If I clean the brass up
I don't use abrasives or wire wheels as this only erodes
the metal and can leave a matte appearance. I just use

nonabrasive cleaners and work by hand.
I hope this information will help the individual
who wants to tackle restoring and using a tool that to
me is still indispensable in the shop. There's nothing
quite like bringing an old rusty saw back into usable
condition.
In the next
issue I will explain
the
process of
sharpening and setting hand saws.
(Editor note: Daryl
Weir is a model
maker/ toolmaker
by trade. He enjoys
vintage style woodworking, tool making, handsaw sharpening and old tool
restoration as a
hobby. He sells his
restored saws on
eBay as
“woodnut4”.)

I_I
The above two pictures show a before and after restoration. Note the
crack in the lower part of the handle.
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CRAFTS 2003 AUCTION SPARKLERS

This year’s auction has many fine tools for the tool collector. Below is a sampling of some of the received lots.
These and more tool sparklers can be viewed at the CRAFTS website www.craftsofnj.com.

Stanley No.9-Original hot dog
and rosewood handle. Japanning fine and untouched. Iron
surfaces are crisp and excellent. Perfect mouth. Full
blade. Triangular logo on
blade.

Above left is a treadle powered lathe with a wood top and cast
iron base. On right is an ornate brass plumb bob and reel made
by contemporary artist Christopher Larson.
Stanley No.41- With 9 blades.
"Stanley Rule & Level" stamped
on skate. "Millers Patent/ June 28
1870" stamped on handle. Condition: Fine.

On left is a stunning plow plane by Ward & Fletcher; it has a rosewood body and fence, boxwood arms and nuts. On the right is a
bridle plow plane by Maccubbin.

Above left are three dovetailed brass stuffed smoothing planes by
Robert Baker stamped 1988. Above right is a rosewood and brass
palm brace made by Bridge City.

Above is a set of 23 specialty turning chisels stamped BRITTANIA
CO. with perfectly matching handles.

Above left is a fancy double calipers stamped F.SHORT. Top right
is a Blaisdell mortise gauge, stamped Patent 1868. Bottom right is
an ornate brass thumb plane with rosewood handle, made by contemporary artist Christopher Larsen.

'-------______JI

To the right
is a Challenge plane
with patent
dates and
name cast in
side.

I
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multiply the reading by 10.
As with all things, man tries to build a better
mousetrap. So it was with the log rules. They had caliper arms added to measure the diameter of the log,
and a “pinwheel” at the end of the rule to measure the
length of the log. Original pinwheels are usually missing or, for collection purposes, replaced with reproductions. Why? Because no one wanted to become
impaled on the points of those wheels if they slipped
LUMBER MEASURING
and fell on one. Besides, an experienced estimator
really didn’t need to measure all the logs, just the first
Lumber is measured at three different times during
one. He visually added or subtracted (in increments of
its lifetime. Once in the standing tree, again in the
two feet) to get the length of the rest of the logs. And
downed log, and lastly in the board. It takes three dif--- those big brass-adorned caliper rules with pinferent measuring tools to accomplish this: the cruising
wheels were just too heavy to lug around.
stick, the log rule, and the board rule. They look alike,
Cruising sticks are rare today. Using them to estiand a collector could easily get them confused. See
mate the board feet in the tree required that you be at
photo.
59 feet from the base of the tree. No one can accurately estimate 59 feet on the forest floor. (It would be
hard enough in a gymnasium). So you would have to
tape the distance from the tree, either by weighting
the end of the tape or using an assistant to hold it. Also, you would have to hold the stick exactly 25” from
your eye or the estimated height wouldn’t be true. It
Cruising stick top. Log rule middle. Board rule bottom.
was a little simpler to get the diameter of the tree using this stick, but I think I have gone far enough for
A cruising stick will have the term “trees” somethe reader to understand why these sticks weren’t
where on it. It measures in 16-foot logs only.------- A
popular.
log rule will have scales for different log lengths and
At college, they taught all the budding young forsometimes has the term “log” on it. --------- A board
esters how to cruise (estimate the board feet of standrule only measures a 1” thick board in various
ing trees, and subsequently the entire forest) by virtue
lengths, and has no mention of “log” or “trees”.
of the stick and a sampling method. This technique
The diameter of the tree or log, or the width of the
required that you record every tree within quarter-acre
board, is graduated along the length of
sample plots. Trees that were easily
I0
the rule. The length of the tree, log, or
figured to be “in” or “out” of the cirboard is marked on lines at the end of
IO
2
cular plots didn’t create a problem,
the rule (usually the left end). At any
l; i...,.,u,••~ ••~~
;:
but marginal ones required taped
intersection of these two parameters
measurements. Each tree, determined
reads the amount in board feet. One
to be in the circle, was measured at
board foot is 1”X 12”X 12” (or any
4½ feet above ground, either with calcombination yielding the same cubic
ipers, a circumference tape, or the
content).
questionable cruising stick. The numIf at a point 12” along the length of
ber of 16-foot logs for each tree was
the rule, on the line marked 12 at the
either estimated or laboriously measend of the rule, it reads 12 (at that in- Above and below show close-ups of
ured with the cruising stick. Quite a
tersection) you have a board rule. ---- ends. First is the log rule, followed by
If at the point indicating 12” (in diam- the cruising stick and on the bottom is project!
An important point was the fact
eter) along the length of the rule, on board rule.
that
the scaling rules throughout the
the line marked 12, it reads between
US
and
Canada all had different math48 and 78, you have a log rule. ---- If
ematical bases, yielding a variety of
at the point indicating 12” (marked
results! For small logs it was atroDiameter or DBH- which is diameter
cious. Listed below are the board foot
breast high) on the line marked 3 log
. -od-=-- ,,'° _ _ w
“yields” for a few of the “rules” for a
trees, it reads between 110 and 140,
\s
I•
I•
12-inch diameter log, 16 feet in
you have a cruising stick. Sometimes
length:
on sticks or calipers, the last digit for
International
......................……
the board foot reading is omitted for
95
space reasons. You will then have to
l U

in'
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,-;-----
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(Cont. on next pg.)
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(Kean Kuttin’s continued)

Maine .................................…....
Holland ..........................…....…
Bangor ...........................…….....
New Hampshire .............………
Blodgett .................................….
Vermont ...............................…..
Humphrey ............................…...
Scribner ...........................……...
Scribner Decimal C ....................
Doyle ...........................…….......
Doyle-Scribner ...........................
Favorite .......................…….......
Exeter .........................…….........
Two-third ....................……........
Dusenberry .................…............
Cumberland River ......................
St. Louis Hardwood ....................
Northwestern ...............…...........
Spaulding’s Pacific Coast ..…....

105
105
105
78
78
96
96
79
80
64
64
64
84
85
68
68
85
72
77

In some cases the variation became less, as the log
got bigger. But can you imagine the embarrassment of
the young cruiser if he picked the wrong rule? It wasn’t
too bad if you used the same rule for the standing timber that would be used on the logs. Particularly, if you
knew how close to reality the rule was for the stand of
trees that it was used on. However, if the buyer and the
seller used different rules, woe unto them.
The stage is now set for the young cruiser’s first professional job. He requested that the property owner
(who knew nothing about lumber) provide him with
three helpers. One at each end of the tape and another to
caliper the trees. The cruiser would record all this on his
brand-new clipboard and pad. But first the cruise lines
had to be laid out from the aerial photo maps from the
county records building. The three local “helpers” just
sat around smoking their pipes while this went on, with
wry smiles passing between them.
Finally—to the woods! Time was spent training the
helpers (which those old buzzards really didn’t need).
Then the tallying began. It was a full 30 minutes for the
measuring of the first plot. It didn’t take a rocket scientist to figure out that the 235-acre woodland, at the classic ¼ acre plot per two acres, would be finished (at that
rate) in over a week. He had allowed for 2 days! It was
time for him to sit down and go over things.
At first the three pipe smokers were going to let the
college kid stew in his own juice. But then they relented. But on one condition: two of them could go home,
but still be paid! One would stay and show the rookie
how to do it. Extortion—you bet—but there wasn’t any
other way. So the oldest and the wisest pipe smoker
showed the college kid how to finish in two days. He
claimed if there wasn’t so much screwing around to
start, it could have been done in one day. (A claim that
the college kid found to be true in later years.)

How was it done? You probably don’t care for the
details, but generally it was accomplished by pure home
-grown experience. Theory escaped those old timers,
but their ideas were practical and sound. All the tallying
was done by eye. Sure in the beginning there had to be
some checkout measurements, to keep the kid on the
right track. But after a while even that wasn’t needed.
The sampling was reduced, which fitted the homogeneity of that woodland. The distance between sample plots
was paced off rather than taped. And many other simplifications. It was a 2-month summer college course
condensed into 2 days.
When the timber was cut and the logs measured at
the mill, the tally was close enough to the cruise estimate to make both the property owner and the logging
company believe that the college kid really knew his
stuff. It was a grand day!

TOOL EVENTS
Feb. 2 - CRAFTS Meeting Highbridge, NJ Masonic
Lodge, 1 p.m. “Making Antique Firearms”
Feb. 5-David Stanley General Auction U.K.
Feb. 22 - Steere-Spicer Auction, North Kingstown, RI
March 29- David Stanley International Auction, U.K.
April 4-5 - Browns 22nd Antique Tool Show and
Auction, Harrisburg, PA.
April 6 - CRAFTS Meeting, Highbridge, NJ Masonic
Lodge, 1 p.m.
April 12-CRAFTS Auction, Flemington Elks Club
April 25-26 - Live Free Or Die Auction, Nashua N.H.
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